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SUMMARY

Softwood sawmill designers, engineers and managers may benefit from computer 
simulation analysis of proposed and existing sawmill systems. Simulation models exist 
that allow users to construct and execute discrete event simulations, but these have 
incorporated compromises or limitations that reduce the accuracy of the results, or 
preclude special considerations and observations. The proposed microcomputer discrete 
event simulation model will allow for real log shapes, explicit lumber orders, learning 
curves and catastrophe scheduling with emergency actions and transient response 
analysis.

1. To date, adaptable sawmill flow (queuing system) simulations have incorporated 
technical coefficients for conversion of conical or cylindrical shaped logs. For real 
logs with complex morphology, these coefficients are inaccurate. With simulated 
breakdown of real logs, the user will be relieved of either accepting inaccurate 
technical coefficients (e.g. from BOF software) or manually specifying lumber yield 
for each nominal board size from each log diameter, taper, and length class. Instead, 
only the sawing rules which the sawyer uses (computer aided or otherwise) need be 
specified. Real-shaped boards, flitches, and cants will be sawn, and edged and 
trimmed accordingly. A separate project will acquire real-log shapes specific to 
particular geographical regions.

2. Catastrophe scheduling will allow the user to explicitly specify the occurrence of 
otherwise random and infrequent events such as machine failures or personnel 
changes or uncommon material inputs, and, as an "emergency action", to temporarily 
restructure the mill. Presentations of appropriate time-varying statistics will provide 
insight to the transient response of the mill. Less catastrophic events such as the 
introduction of new technology or worker training may also be scheduled along with 
learning rates to allow worker improvement to impact the results. Learning curve 
theory predicts that worker experience - learning - results in productivity rate 
increases by a constant amount with each doubling of output. Isolation of the effect 
os such events will aid in contingency planning.

3. Explicit lumber ordering will cause the sawing process to produce pre-specified 
quantities of lumber sizes. Data on current logyard inventory wil allow consideration 
of various sorting strategies. Daily and weekly planning may be improved.

The sum of these features allows for more mill-floor level decision making options, 
region-specificity of input and sawing, and increased scrutiny of transient events.
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1.0 PREFACE

The eeneral objective of this project was "to identify and investigate process modelling 
featu ,s and novel concepts related to sawmill simulation, optimization, and automation 
of small diameter logs". Toward satisfying this objective a sawmill flow simulation 
project with innovative features has been conceived and initiated. The project will 
augment the log breakdown model produced by the Sawmill Simulation Model project 
(3315K341). The following describes the project.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Designing, modifying, and managing a softwood sawmill requires matching equipment, 
personnel, and capital with raw materials and product mix in order to satisfy a business 
objective. Managers must make decisions at various levels of mill detail. Systemic 
decisions are driven by technology advances, raw material evolution, and market place 
fluctuations. Local decisions are driven by log individuality, current orders, personnel 
capabilities, equipment offer and disorder, and quality control. Systemic and local 
decisions combine to control mill productivity and profitability. A sawmill manager’s 
experience and intuition may provide satisfactory results but, as in all matters, 
uncertainty, complexity, and change combine to prevent quantifying the results before 
the last board is sawn and final dollar is spent. As an aid to planning and managing, 
sawmill models may be used to predict the performance of sawmill systems.

3.0 OBJECTIVE

The general purpose of this research is to build an adaptable microcomputer based 
softwood sawmill simulation model. "Adaptable" means that the sawmill configuration 
is arbitrary and must be constructed by the model user with the aid of a friendly user 
interface. Other adaptable sawmill models exist, and these will be discussed. The 
specific purpose of this research is to create a softwood sawmill simulation model which 
produces more accurate results for small log inputs and provides more insight into 
transient system behavior. Increased accuracy will be achieved by adding details that 
enhance local decision making. Analysis of transient system behavior will be achieved 
by isolating random and infrequent events. Specifically, the proposed discrete event 
microcomputer simulation model will allow for real log shapes, explicit lumber orders, 
learning curves, and catastrophe scheduling with emergency actions and transient 
response analysis.
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4.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

Simulation models have previously been employed to describe two aspects of sawmilling: 
static log sawing and dynamic sawmill behavior. The static log sawing models have been 
used for a variety of purposes and have determined lumber yields from idealized conical 
or cylindrical logs without defects (2, 3, 5, 10) and with defects (12, 13, 15, 17, 18) and 
from "real" shaped logs without defects (9, 10) and with defects (8). These static models 
do not consider the passage of time as logs are sawn and boards are edged, and materials 
flow and wait between machine centers. To capture this time-consuming dynamism, 
simulation flow models have been created. Such models are useful for mill design, 
modification, and daily management.

The significance of log merchandising within an integrated forest products concern 
motivated Garbini et al. to develop an adaptable, interactive, continuous, graphically 
animated simulation of a log merchandising center(7). Unlike most other simulations, 
time passes with a constant increment and piece-to-piece spatial interference is explicitly 
examined. Logs are modelled as cylinders whose volume is never reduced to a point 
entity, this model is executed on a minicomputer with graphics peripherals.

DESIM is an adaptable hardwood sawmill discrete event simulation program developed 
by Adams which requires a mainframe computer or minicomputer (1). The geometry 
of raw materials is described by a truncated cone with diameter, length and taper. 
Frequency distributions for these parameters are supplied by the user. A frequency 
distribution of species is also required. Species is considered to the extent that input of 
a species outside of this explicitly acceptable would require "minor changes" to program 
code and to lumber grade data files. Logs are sawn with routines and procedures 
developed by Airth and Calvert (3) although the sawing pattern for a specific log is set 
by user specified control criteria (based on log species, grade and size). Downtime at 
machine centers is considered and is allowed to occur randomly. The effect of downtime 
is considered to the extent that a maximum (potential) machine production rate is 
computed as if no downtime had occurred (with the assumption that production rate is 
directly proportional to uptime).

Wagner developed MICRO-MSUSP as an adaptable softwood sawmill discrete event 
simulation model for microcomputers (18). Log breakdown yields are computed by BOF 
software which has been integrated into the package, the BOF program assumes logs are 
truncated cones (10). This simplifying assumption has been shown to overestimate 
lumber yield (20). Breakdown results are modified to approximate the mill LRF (lumber 
recovery factor) with the frequency distributions of log diameter, taper, grade and length 
provided by the user. The conceptual difficulty in this process is that raw materials and 
sawing procedures effect LRF, not the converse. Since the descriptions of log input and 
sawing procedure are not sufficiently accurate to naturally predict mill LRF (for model 
validation), changes in these descriptions will not accurately change LRF. The result is 
reduced simulation sensitivity.
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Under development by Bonham et al. is an ambitious sawmill software package 
consisting of a central adaptable softwood sawmill discrete event simulation surrounded 
by a set of expert systems (4). Knowledge for the expert systems comes from two 
sources: "books and related literature, and interviews with experts in their fields", the 
intent is to develop a design and management tool for the Maritime Canada softwood 
sawmills. Like MICRO-MSUSP log breakdown yields are determined by BOF software, 
but with no adjustment for existing mill LRF. An expert system for log breakdown is 
proffered without further details except that defects would be a necessary complication. 
Expert systems will verify the general static acceptability of the model provided, will 
examine system statistics for material flow, and will provide financial analyses from 
economic results. Graphs of a wide variety of time varying system characteristics are 
available.

5.0 METHODOLOGY

Observations of any mill reveal that there are no constants. The time to cut the current 
log at the headrig is not the same as for the previous log. The number of boards waiting 
to be edged varies by the minute and second. The production rate varies from one hour 
to the next. The instantaneous state of the mill is said to be transient. The strength of 
simulation is that this dynamism is captured, but the weakness of simulation is that rare 
and random events may distort the results. Nonetheless, such rare and random 
"catastrophic" events may be accurately modelled. If, for example, the complete failure 
of an edger occurs at an average rate of once per 6 weeks, a representative simulation 
ought to include at least a couple of such events. A simulation duration of 3 or more 
months might be appropriate. The question arises as to what is representative. Such a 
question must be answered in every simulation project. An alternative modelling 
approach may be chosen with the proposed simulation model, namely, explicit 
catastrophe scheduling and emergency actions followed by detailed transient analysis. 
Explicitly scheduling an usually random and rare event (or set of events) allows the 
system response to be isolated. The result of a temporary machine failure on weekly 
production may be determined. With periodic system evaluations, the moment when the 
system returns to "normal" may be identified. "Normalcy" may be realized when 
periodic system statistics (hourly, daily or weekly as necessary) reach steady state.

If the scheduled catastrophe is a strike action, (with worker replacement) or other partial 
worker replacement (training) or if new technology is introduced, learning curves may 
be employed to account for how efficiency or productivity improves with time and/or 
experience (pieces produces). Learning curve theory predicts that worker experience - 
learning - results in productivity rate increases by a constant amount with each doubling 
of output. The introduction of new technology or training of new personnel is usually 
preplanned and is not usually catastrophic, but isolating these events and the temporary 
deterioration and gradual improvement in productivity may be beneficial to the manager 
in his sawmill planning. The detailed transient response will consist of displays
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representing the changing values of appropriate system variables (e.g. queue lengths, 
operator or machine center utilization). Emergency actions may be specified that involve 
a temporary sawmill reconfiguration (e.g. alteration of material flow, adjustment of 
activity times or operator rearrangement). Productivity and profitability results after the 
scheduled event may be compared with those before.

Relieving a simulation of rare events will allow "routine" representative results to be 
acquired with a shorter simulated time period. Nonetheless, the manager or results 
analyst must recognize how "representative" the results are and under what real 
conditions they might be realized.

Part of the advantage of simulation models over other modelling techniques is their 
ability to include all sources of variation as accurately as they may be described. 
Irregular log geometry, especially for small diameter logs, is a key source of variability. 
Small logs having the same small-end and large-end diameters may yield distinctly 
different volumes of lumber due to other geometrical differences. Variation in service 
times will also result. An elementary result of queuing theory for even so simple a 
system as a one server activity with one queue is that all waiting in the queue is due to 
variance in both inter-arrival time (of entities to the queue) and service time (14). 
Without variance, there is no waiting (assuming arrival rate is less than or equal to 
service rate). Thus, inclusion of real-log geometry in the simulated log description, as 
it creates variation in the service time at the headrig and variation in the arrival rate to 
downstream activities, is essential. And, naturally, lumber tally will be more 
representative.

Simulated logs will be created at the time of entry to the sawmill system and will be 
sawn by routines capable of considering the mathematical forms used. Service times will 
be expressed in terms of the particular sawing procedures used on each log. The use of 
real-log shapes effects a region-specific raw material input to a simulation which should 
more closely meet the needs of appropriate sawmills. The source of real-log shapes, and 
their variety, is left to a parallel research project. What is desired from this source is 
not so much the shape of hundreds of logs characteristic of some forest region, but 
distributions of parameters for general logs shapes. With these distributions, simulated 
logs will be created that contain distinctive features of real logs without being identical 
to any particular logs. This eliminates large memory requirements for log descriptions 
but introduces variability in volume yield and service time.

On a daily and weekly basis sawmill managers are concerned with filling pre-existing 
orders for lumber. Sawyers are informed of the need to increase the cut of needed sizes 
of lumber. Sawing patterns that yield the desired sizes are more frequently used. The 
behavior of the sawmill system is altered. Such behavior is hard to emulate when log 
breakdown is set by some automated procedure such as with MCIRO-MSUSP or 
indirectly effected by specifying sawing pattern as in DESIM (though this latter method 
is better). The best procedure would be to allow explicit orders or, less precisely,
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approximate percentages of sizes desired. During the simulated process of sawing, if 
routinely specified sawing patterns are not headed toward filling an order, then these 
patterns are altered to cut more of the needed lumber in the time specified, this latter 
procedure will be employed by the proposed simulation package. The sawmill manager 
may input actual or "typical" orders into a simulation of either an existing or proposed 
sawmill system to observe the effects on profitability.

Furthermore, more globally optimum sawing and production strategies may be planned 
if logyard inventory is known. Since the log inventory at any given time is not usually 
the «representative» log supply called for by most flow simulations, and since log sorting 
may provide some benefits, inclusion of current logyard inventory data in the flow 
simulation would be useful. Examination of various log sorting strategies would be 
allowed.

6.0 INDUSTRIAL IMPLICATIONS AND SUMMARY

Softwood sawmill designers, engineers and managers may benefit from computer 
simulation analysis of proposed or existing sawmill systems. As an example, between 
1978 and 1987 lumber volume per stem in Quebec province decreased from 170 dm3 to 
141 dm3 for balsam-fir, jack pine, and spruce (11). During the same period total Quebec 
lumber production increased by almost 2 billion board feet to 5 billion board feet in 1988 
(6). Such statistics suggest that little room for error exists in sawmill design and that log 
geometry requires enhanced consideration. Existing adaptable sawmill simulations either 
incorporate compromises that reduce the accuracy, preclude special considerations and 
observations, or require extended computer facilities (mainframe or mini-computers). 
The proposed softwood sawmill adaptable microcomputer simulation model will allow 
for real-log shapes, explicit lumber orders, learning curves, and catastrophe scheduling 
with emergency actions and transient response analysis, the sum of these features allows 
for more mill-floor level decision-making options, region specificity of inputs and 
sawing, and increased scrutiny of transient events.

7.0 RESEARCH TRAINING

In order to be successful, this project requires knowledge in computer science, 
mathematics, statistics, industrial engineering, and wood processing. The opportunities 
for incorporation of students at various levels are numerous. The research shall draw 
upon their education, and train them in the ways of the sawmilling via reviews of the 
literature, sawmill visits, and ultimately, their creation of a sawmill simulation model. 
Specifically, two graduate level students and two undergraduate students might be 
involved in the research.
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8.0 PROGRESS AND PLANS

The purpose of this section is to outline a first set of changes and additions to the 
prototype model that will begin to add flow simulation functionality.

As is - in TestMachine.cpp, circa 2/2/93 - the sawing simulation involves repeatedly 
transforming a list of woody pieces - adding new pieces as created, and deleting old 
pieces upon conversion - until no piece on the list requires additional transformation. The 
concurrent execution of a flow simulation will be effected by changing the type (in the 
C + +  sense) of various system objects. Figure 1 contains a partial representation of the 
class hierarchy, with the initial set of additional flow-related classes highlighted. Taking 
advantage of virtual functions insures that the execution of a sawmill simulation will 
require only slight modification of the TestMachine code and that these modifications will 
not alter its ability to perform the original functions. Conversions between simulating 
only sawing and both sawing and flow will be made with the (eventually interactive) 
modification of a handful of statements in TestMachine.

An essential ingredient of a flow simulation is the temporal ordering of events by 
whatever logic pertains to the system being simulated. If the wood piece transformations 
of the sawing simulation are performed with the temporal logic of a sawmill, then a 
sawmill simulation is underway. Specifically, the act of placing the wood pieces from the 
most recent transformation onto the wood piece list must be done with respect to the 
proper cutting order. This requires that each wood piece carry an attribute upon which 
this ordering may be based. This attribute is the time at which the piece will complete 
its next transformation. This attribute, EndOfActivity, is added to each Wood object via 
the derived class FlowWood. FlowWood also adds private member called nextQueue, 
a pointer to a Queue class object. The Queue class will be described later. An additional 
member that should be added is a pointer to the log or stem - or summary description 
thereof - which first entered the system and from which the wood piece was cut. A list 
of such logs or stems or their descriptions will allow producing cutting efficiency 
statistics for individual logs and for the entire log population sawn. Such a list might be 
derived from class List. A public member of FlowWood is a pointer to a function, 
calendar Action. For woody elements, this function pointer is trivial, but in other cases - 
to be discussed shortly - this will not be the case.

The list of woody elements which are sawn and re-sawn in the sawing simulation are 
contained in an object - theSet - of a List-derived class named WoodProductSet. To put 
into motion a simulation, theSet will be redeclared to be of class FlowCalendarSet which 
is derived from WoodProductSet. Like a physical calendar, theSet will contain the times 
at which events occur. Associated with each woody element will be the event which is 
the completion of a sawing conversion activity. FlowCalendarSet has an alternate - 
virtual - routine for the function that places newly transformed wood pieces onto the list. 
That virtual routine (operator < < ) will place the wood pieces onto the list in the proper 
order. The order will be based upon the EndOfActivity attribute. This routine must also
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Figure 1. Partial class hierarchy with additional classes highlighted



locate pieces on the list which were "waiting" for the machine having just completed a 
transformation. Waiting pieces will have completion time attribute values that had been 
set arbitrarily high. Besides events associated with individual pieces, various other 
simulation functions must be performed at their appointed times. These other simulation 
events fall into the general categories of run control, statistics collection, transient event 
control, report generation, and entity creation, as well as others yet to be conceived. The 
calendar of events, theSet, will also contain non-FlowWood events that direct non
conversion functions to be performed. For the sake of implementing virtual functions, 
the conversion events associated with FlowWood-class objects will also have this function 
pointer, namely, calendar Action. Wood objects, as used in the sawing simulation, will 
not need this function. The class MyProductSet should ultimately be merged with 
WoodProductSet. The one public function of MyProductSet is a virtual function, 
continue, containing a piece of the code formerly within the sawing loop, and deciding 
whether or not a piece was of a cutable wood type. The function continue is 
reimplemented in class FlowCalendarSet where calendarAction functions may be called. 
The sawing loop is oblivious to the calling of calendarAction functions.

One run control activity has been implemented as class Terminator. As the name 
suggests, it controls the termination of the simulation run. Simulation runs may be 
terminated based on a variety of criteria and in different fashions. A termination event 
will, in general, evaluate as to whether the simulation should be terminated, and alter 
sawmill system elements as appropriate. In the case of a sawmill modelled as a steady- 
state system, the termination could be as simple as stopping at the specified time, and 
proceeding to final statistics computations. This termination corresponds to function 
stopNow. Another steady state termination criteria could be the sufficiency of 
observations; if not enough observations of the desired kind have been collected, then 
another termination event would be placed later on the calendar. Modelling a mill as a 
terminating simulation (non-steady state) would require another function, and that 
function might, for example, cause the headrig to shut down, but have other machines 
empty their queues.

The new class FlowProductSet, derived from MyProductSet, provides the list of woody 
pieces produced at the current event with an additional member, currentMC, a pointer 
to the machine center at which a conversion event has just completed. This information 
is needed by the FlowCalendarSet operator < < when new inputs are sought for this 
now available machine.

MACHINE CENTERS

The MachineCenter objects used in the sawing simulation will be used as initializers to 
objects of class FlowCenter. FlowCenter adds private members indicating the current 
machine status (idle, busy, blocked) and the accumulations of time in each state. Other 
members accumulate the amount material input and output so recovery may be 
determined. Two Listlterator-class members access queue selection, and are discussed
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in the next section. Conversion activity times might be computed in a wide variety of 
ways, possibly incorporating any number of variables. A public member pointer to a 
function, activity Duration will be initialized to the appropriate routine for each machine 
center.

QUEUES AND CONVEYANCES

The modelling of queues, conveyors, and other transport equipment and processes is 
essential to flow simulations. The wood pieces shall reside in theSet, and their waiting 
status will be indicated by their indefinite end-of-activity time. Upon completion of an 
activity, nextMachine, and nextQueue attributes will be set. Queue is intended as a 
general term for a waiting place between transformations, and may include surge decks, 
rollers, lug chains, and other conveyors. A surge deck is a purely static waiting state, 
while the others involve movement and may require some significant transport time. The 
moving queues may flow from and into static queues as well. The nextQueue may change 
its value between transformations as the wood piece moves from rollers to lug chain to 
surge deck while maintaining the same nextMachine. All wood pieces produced from a 
machine may travel one path along a roller, for example, then be sorted and proceed 
along different paths. To facilitate the somewhat general overlay of queues onto the 
machine center system, these machine centers will not have dedicated queues that "come 
with" the machine center; rather, queues will be treated like machine centers, and be of 
a class Queue, derived from MachineCenter. The directed path now employed between 
machine centers will also include queue centers. A machine center will point backward 
to the queue(s) from which it will select inputs, and point forward to the queue(s) upon 
which it will deposit outputs. Get Queue and Put Queue will be (pointers to) functions for 
manipulation of the calendar list according to the prescribed queueing rules. As a 
convenience, queue selectors will work with objects of class QList (via their 
Listlterators, which are FlowCenter Members), derived from class List. QList objects 
are lists of pointers to Queue objects. In figure 1, the X-SortingCenter class represents 
a group of sorting center classes used in the sawing simulation. For each particular X- 
SortingCenter class, an additional X-QueueSCenter class will be created. Each X- 
QueueSCenter will implement a PutQueue function. Class FlowCenter adds the GetQueue 
function pointer. The GetQueue and PutQueue function pointers will point to function 
implementing the proper queueing rules and queue selection criteria. These Queue-class 
objects, like machine centers, will be open to having queues in each direction of material 
flow. Besides having, if appropriate, an associated transport time, a queue will contain 
a pointer to the "first" static waiting piece (with indefinite event time) in the calendar, 
and an attribute containing the number of static pieces waiting. The calendar will be 
constructed so that all pieces with indefinite event times are contiguous, adjacent as a 
group to the list tail, and segregated by queue. Class Queue contains members that 
describe its capacity, current length, and current number of pieces. The current length 
is expressed in the same units as the capacity, while the current number of pieces may 
have different units.
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The transport time required in some queues is obviously significant when a machine 
breaks down, and downstream machines are starved of input material. Upon repair, 
transport time adds directly to subsequent processing time; moving queues can be the 
bottleneck processes, if only temporarily. More generally and more frequently, time in 
transport queues is significant in proportion to the time that a downstream machine center 
is idle due to the random fluctuations of service times at upstream machine centers. 
Given that sawmills are usually designed so that under "normal" operations, the headrig 
is the bottleneck, then the proportion of idle time at downstream processes is not 
minimized, and transport time contributes to work-in-process time. When idle time is 
rare or negligible, the transport time is also the time that transport queues act as waiting 
space; other space must be available if transport finishes before transformation may 
begin.

Class Queue has a private member which is a pointer to an object of class 
QueueStatistics. Various methods exist for determining the variance of dependent 
observations, e.g., the number of entities in a queue, and the choice of which method to 
use should be left as an option. QueueStatistics is a virtual class; no functions are 
implemented. One virtual public function is reserved for collecting data during the 
simulation run, and the other function executes post run computations. Different classes 
will be created (and derived from Queue Statistics) that implement these 2 functions for 
particular statistical methods.

The majority of the changes and additions described have begun to be implemented in 
C+ + code which resides in file machine2.C in the harless/proto subdirectory.
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10.0 LISTING OF SIMULATION-RELATED CODE
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dType theType-: .fioadProduct*IsetlistltC ’ )->getWocdType{ ); 
1ft the~ype=-BaseWocd: : Beard :. ' (:he!y?e~3asw'rfood::Fiitch) j , 

; thelype—EaswWccd : : Log S, i theType^-Baseüood: : Cant Î}

owvàiSr.üarûe" MyWcodPr : Set

?1twCaleadarSet}Terminator*, Proto!iae endîiae, ProtoTiae now-0';
FiowCaiendarSeti operator «  iPlcwwood *w;;

FiowCaiendarSeti operator «  ■;FlowProductseti w);
// FltwlalendarSeti operator »  1 FlcwW’ocd* w i ; 
listE Ls-er.t*whereQnCalerdar ! !iae ! ;
virtual Bool cant true ! Li. sslterator se tlis tlt)  {setlistl t.current?tr-;>theEieser. tPtr-ucalendarAc n[se tlis tlt, *this!

rivate:
r r z z ".me c j r r s u w * iiu8 »
/* this er.cïiie is intended to be the actual exact simulated time of termination, as opposed to 

the lamination class encline, which is the next tine for evaluation as to whether the

; ; : F lowCalendarSet! Terminator* arnold, ProtoTine theSnd, Protoline now):endiiaefO)
current! me^now;

4 •

IcwCaler.darEeti FlowCaiendarSet : : operator« {FlovrPr oductSeti s)

//find next entity waiting for current machine center
list Fissent* nextAtCurrentKfcs.getHCarrent()->getFrcaQueue[»this);
if ! nextAtCurrentMC)

// detach, set activity tine, insert 
Listlteratcr FPSListlt («this);
FPSListIt.currentPtr-nextAtCurrentHC;
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F P S L i s t l t .currentPtr=whereOnCalendar(endOfActivity);
F P S L i a t l t . c’arrentPtr->theElementPtr->endOf Activi t y = c ’arrentTiase + s . getMCurrent ( ) - >setActivityDuration{ nextAtCurrentWC ) 
inse:t3efore(FPSListlt,nextAtCurrentMC);

/se: MC idle
3. g5:MCurrer.t->set. I dierurrentTiie ; :

, l::p thru 3. putting into Queue ;r Matr.ineCenter 
is:i -net: ; ; ;

BaeicObject* vrooàlsù-ocd-s.deîashFrsaHeail ’ :
3.getMCurrent »-'-putlnWueue. *this,wocdlsGccd ; ;

return ‘this

àtîlesett ? i g wC a 1 e n da r £■ e t : : w h e r sOnC a 1 en d a r i T i ne eventlme ;
for(ListSleaent* p=head?tr;p:p»+ Ï

IfieventTize < p->theBlezentPtr->endOfActivityÎ 
reiurr. ?;
.no later event, return Null 
return 0;

Fl:w?rodu:tSet(Machi:.?Ceater*XCSow=Q ; {sarrentMC=8CSc»;} ; 
MechineCenter* getMCurrent;void!(return currentKC;}
MaehineCenter* currentMC;

„ass FltwWocd tpublic Wood

Pot 1 {‘saleadarâct ion){Listlterator,List)=go ;
Bool FlowWood::go(ListIterator, List){return ProtoTruei 

rovate;
Queue r SextQueue;
ProtoTize EndOfActivity;
Sntryiood* originalWood

lass FlowCenter: public MachineCenter

iostSleaent* [*getFrc$Queue)(FlowCalendarSet4i; 
void (̂ putlntoQueue)(FlowCalendar'Set,FlowWood); 
ProtoTiae ; ‘Act ivityDuraticnü FlowWood,...);
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FlowCenter: :Flcwlenter (XacLnei iVQL-ac input3List,Qlist o^tputilist, listülsaest*(«get 1 iFlcwCalesdarSeti},void;*pap}ÎFlowCalecdarSet 
fj| : y.acr.ir.e Per. t er , h i , lap ut3ueues( input qlist ',  ontputQueues ( output^li st )

void setIdle[Tiae now); 
ivate:
//cumulative stains durations 
ProtoTime activeTiae;
FrctoTine bltckTiae;
?r:t:Tke iileTiae;
ProtoTiie downline;
TenterStacus ourrentftaous; //transient status indicator

. _  ù  -  — — i . O i i  .  J .J. j  » _  -  <

:.r = :;r eu-ss;
..S’. -IrSTS-j? i U1Z U " 'ctU8U8 £ Î

I
I
I
I
I

■ *I
I
I
I
I
I
I

act tvelite : 0 ',block!ice ; 0).tile!ice 
uuaula:iveinput' i ,cucula:iveOutput

,dcwnlime(0},currentStatus;Idle j

get:: "Queue-get ; 
pullnioQuaue-ut;

■LZ3

/Queue* gl :(attachAtHeadfqi}:;-
: 'Queue* gl. -,ueue* qt1 {attachAtHeadt gl'; ;attacritriead(cl);}
:. Queue* gl,Queue* gl,Queue *■ q3) iattachAtHead; q3) ; attacr.AtSead(q25 ; atiachAtHead( gl ) ; ;
;;Queue* cl,Queue* q2,Queue* q3,Queue* q4){attachAtHeai(q4);attachAtHead( q3 ) ;attachAtHead{q2};attachAtHead(ql);}

IcwCeater; : Fullest inQueue;FIcwCalendarSet theSet,FlcwWood gocdWocd )

functicn pointer puclntcQueue cay point to this function.
the waiting wood pieces in gueues exist in the big bag/calendar of all woody entities. gcodiiood 
has Just beer, produced and is to be placed into the bag/calendar at the end of the appropriate queue. 
The nextQueue wasset by the sorting table. This function needs tc be modified for the possibility 
ci an overloaded queue, and (possible) consequent blocking of the machine center which produced 
goodïcod.
This function first selects the queue into which the woody piece is to be placed. 
g::iw:od->nexfQueue-cut?utQueues.ourrent?tr->eieientPtr;
iiotSlecent* p -- goodwood-- nextQueue-cfirstlnLine 4 goo(Sood->nextQueue->current8uaber0f?ieces; 
list Iterator FCSlistlt(theSet; ;
FTllistlt.oirrec.tFtr-p;
therec.inaertBefore(FCSLisnlt,goodwood);
return;

ListElesent* FlcwCer.er : :FirstlnOniyQueuef FlowCalendarSet theSet

function pointer getFroaQueue cay point to this function. Only one queue 
is tresuaed to exist

Jloww
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*/
L i s t11erato r Q i i s 1 1 1 (inputQueue s );
return Qlist It.currentPre->theElement?tr->firstlnLine;

ass Queue : pu:11o FlcwCester

; '  *»*•* y   ̂ “  7  ~ £

'.iss iueue^atistics

virtual void InFinulaiaCcilecticn;;; 
virtual void fisalStatistics!;;

lass lerainator : public BasicObjest

3oc 1 ; ’ualendarActicn : 1, Listlterator, FlowCalendarSet ) ;
Pool stcpNcw •; List Iterator, FlcwCalendarSet ) ; 
lersinatorlSoci * : 1 List Iterator,FlowCalendarSet)=suo?How, ProtoTiae); 

rivate:
ProtoTiae er.iTiae;

erainaoor:: TerminatoriBoci :*stopAction)(List Iterator,FlowCalendarSet Ï, ProtoTiae myCniyFriend?he£nd)
e r. u T i u e=u y 0 r. 1 y F r u e r. i 7 h e Z n d ;
: a 1 a n c a r A : : i : r. - s ; o p A c : i c a ;

tel Teruinaoor::3uopliow;lis::terator setlt,FlowCalendarSet fes}
setlt.reset; Postposition::Tiil; : 
return Proie False;


